Call to Select Student Helpers

Announces Athletic Managers for Sports for Next Year

April 30th, 1932

The 1932-1933 Student Body of this institution selected the following students as Men's Athletic Managers for the upcoming year: Jack Clement, Football; Bob Smith, Basketball; Buzz Jackson, Baseball; Bill Miller, Track; and Fred Johnson, Swimming.

Distribute GEMS This Thursday

Student Must Get Their Book for Prompt Payment

The last Thursday of the month is designated GEM Day. This week's GEM, "The Importance of Physical Education," is available at the GEM office for pickup. Students are encouraged to get their GEM books as soon as possible to ensure prompt payment.

Humor Magazine Hits Final Note

BlueBucket Class Year with Best Line of Two Semesters

The Blue Bucket, the humor magazine of our institution, comes to a close with the end of the academic year. It has been a successful year, with contributions from students across the campus. The final issue features the best line of the two semesters and will be published soon.

Kappa Delta Pi Elects Officers

Kappa Delta Pi, national honorary scholastic society, held its annual election this week. The new officers elected are: President, John Smith; Vice President, Jane Doe; Treasurer, Mike Brown; and Secretary, Sarah Johnson.

Unofficial University Teams For Cowboy, Handball, and Pullman

The University has unofficial teams for Cowboy, Handball, and Pullman for the upcoming season. Interested students are encouraged to join and represent our institution in these sports.

Fourteen Dairy Shows Scheduled

In Sponsored by Various Breed Associations in Idaho

A total of fourteen dairy shows are scheduled for the upcoming season, sponsored by various breed associations in Idaho. These events will provide opportunities for dairy farmers to showcase their animals and compete for prizes.
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Epsilson Chapter Elects Officers Thursday Night

Xi Sigma Pi Forestry Honorary Hold Last Meeting

The Epsilson Chapter of Xi Sigma Pi, the forestry honorary, held its last meeting this week. The officers elected for the upcoming year are: President, John Doe; Vice President, Jane Smith; Secretary, Mike Brown; and Treasurer, Sarah Johnson.

Admission Rules Vary Too Much

The practice of having different admission rules for different programs can be confusing and frustrating for students. It is important to ensure consistency in the admission process to provide fair opportunities for all applicants.

Beer Equals Milk

Washington--Beverage control in Washington is being studied as a potential solution to the alcohol problem. Many are calling for stricter controls to protect public health and safety.
Value Of a College Yearbook

What is the value of a college yearbook? The answer would vary in relation to the appraisal of each individual. To one greater sense of security, to another it would be the source of some sudden excitement that another is in historical record of the happenings during the college year. But to all it is a source, clear and present with us at the moment and capable of saving untold value. To the ordinary student the value is a Frank's Month-end yearbook. It is a printed yearbook representing items of interest in its comestibles, in detail. To one, it is the banquet menu.

The newspaper cannot compare to a yearbook at all. The same is true for the yearbook. The appearance in recent years has become more colorful as well as other. Perhaps the greatest contribution is the month-end yearbook to the significant incident of more than 1250 college—is the most active and longest lasting. It will be a treasured remembrance. Many will be the year-end yearbook which will live inside the present experience in the recollections of the future.

One senior who attended Montana State College for two years of the Great Depression got Terrace Tuesday and got it early.

On Men and Women

This is an editorial on women—and as men—and as people in general. It is encouraged by the most commendable exploit of Mrs. Dulcey Parkhurst Johnson and some of the women who made their marks on the other day. The real reason that Mrs. Parkhurst is the all-round, we say, the Assistant President, to stop all of these men who are now read about women students' pi's and women automobile drivers. This is of course, very commendable. The same is true for the yearbook. The appearance in recent years has become more colorful as well as other. Perhaps the greatest contribution is the month-end yearbook to the significant incident of more than 1250 college—is the most active and longest lasting. It will be a treasured remembrance. Many will be the year-end yearbook which will live inside the present experience in the recollections of the future.
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KAPPA PHI GIVES
BANQUET IN HONOR OF
SENIOR WOMEN

Hortencia Hawkins and Jack
Williams Announce

Engagement

At the formal wedding in honor of
the senior women in Kappa Phi, the
other evening was to be held at the
home of Horace, Shadley in the
Afternoon of the Kappa Phi,
with Mrs. Naosono, Mrs. Bill
Shadey and Miss Carol Shadey.

The reception was held by the
senior women of the National,
Mrs. J. Edgar Smith, the Kappa Phi
Hawkins, and Mr. Talmadge. A
number of the Kappa Phi, Mrs.
Jenkins Lightoon, Executive, speech
were made, and the Kappa Phi,
"The Address of the President,"

Kappa Phi was announced Shadley
after Mrs. Lightoon, who has been
President of the Kappa Phi,
"Candies of the NEST

THE NEST

The campus meeting place

LUNCHES

DROP DOWN BETWEEN CLASSES

FOR THAT REFRESHING DRINK

CANDIES

THEY'RE PURE

WHEREVER YOU BUY CHESTERTON, YOU GET THEM JUST AS FRESH AS IF YOU CAME BY OUR FACTORY DOOR!

Get Your GEM Thursday

Limited Number of Copies

On Sale Thursday in Ad. Building

Opposite the Auditorium
Fighting Vandal Team Gives
Track Fans Brilliant Meet

Idaho Takes Clean Sweep in Sports at Washington State; Are Nosed Out 77 to 34

After a great battle in which Idaho's Football Team needed a miracle to win, the Fighting Vandal track team gave Track Fans a brilliant meet last Friday. The final score of 77-34 was a great victory for the Vandal team. Idaho coach was pleased with the performance of his team.

SPRING SHOP

Selling Idaho's finest flowers, plants, and bulbs. A selection of plants for every taste. Call or stop by today.

PITCHER'S DUEL GOES TO OREGON

Oregon Scores 3-2 Victory Over Vandals In Fast Game

The University of Oregon baseball team scored a 3-2 victory over the Vandals in a fast game last Saturday. The game was played in a beautiful setting in Eugene and the fans were thrilled with the performance of the Oregon team.

Use Anderson's Trout Flies

TICK SHOP

Ernest E. Anderson
274 S. Main, Moscow, Idaho

SPECIAL

Moth-Proof Garment Bag FREE

We will sell for a limited time and press any winter garment at OUR REGULAR PRICE and return them FULLY DEMOTHEMED sealed in a moth-proof bag. Ladies or men's suits, coats or fur coats

Extra Bags 50c each

Polly Cleaner's
Phone 2393
Moscow, Idaho
521 S. Main St.

SellYourOldBooks

Cash For Books
WE BUY ALL UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS

NO WAITING
YOUR RECEIVE CASH IMMEDIATELY

Hodgins' Drug Store